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Mail bids will be executed at no charge. 

' references. 

of what each lot, should bring, and the price, @ fetched 1 might be lower or higher. 

Terms of Sale m 

All autographs listed in this catalog are unconditionally guaranteed to be genuine. 

If any material defect is found by a purchaser who was unable to examine the 
lot or lots prior to the sale, the items in question may be returned within three days 

‘of receipt. 

All material tn this catalog may be examined at the store of Charles Hamilton 
Autographs, Inc. for ten days preceding the sale, from 9:30 to 5:30 daily, and 
from 10:00 to 4:30 on Saturdays. 

Ail bids shall be for individually numbered lots 

First mail bidders are required to send a twenty-five ve percent deposit or suitable 

When sending bids, state only the highest price you are prepared to pay for 
each lot. Mail bids will be used competitively and lots will be purchased for mail 
bidders at the lowest possible price under their limit. 

The highest bidder shall be the buyer and, if any dispute arises between two or 
more bidders, the auctioneer shall decide the purchaser, or the lot in question 
shall immediately be put up and sold again. When identical bids are submitted 
by mail, preference shall be given to the earliest received. 

Estimates of value, printed in parentheses a after each lot, are only approximations_ 

The auctioneer will decide the progression of raises in bidding, but a suggested 

progression (for the guidance of mail bidders) is by $2.50 raises up to $25; by 

$5 raises to $100; by $10 raises to $200; by $25 raises to $750; by $50 raises to 
$1500; and thereafter by $100 raises. 

No merchandise shall be shipped or delivered until payment in full is received. 
In the case of floor bidders, such deposit as the auctioneer may require shall be 

made during or immediately after the sale. 

All purchases must be paid for and picked up at Charles Hamilton Autographs, Ine, a 
25 East 53rd Street, New York City, or shipped out or delivered according to the. 
bu er’s instructions, and at the buyer's sole expense, within ten days after the sale, 



The consignor or his agent may not, ender any circumstances, bid on material 

which he has consigned, for such action deceives and defrauds legitimate bidders, 
forces prices up, and establishes false valves. 

No lots, whether paid for or not, may be picked up or delivered until the day 

after the sale. 

Unless exempt, the purchaser will be required to pay New York State Sales Tax. 

If any mail or floor bidder has not paid in full within two weeks after the sale, = 
the lots purchased will be put up for sale again, and the defaulting buyer will be 

charged for any differences in the amount fetched. 

A list of the prices brought will be avaitable for one dollar after the sale. 
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The placing of a bid shall constitute acceptance of the foregoing terms of sale. : aoe 

| Gregory Mozion, Auctioneer 7 

Store and Mail Address: 

25 EAST 53cd STREET 

New York 22, New York 

Telephones: 

Eldorado 5-3464-5-6 (Area Code 212) 

_ Auction Address: _ oo 

THE WALDORF-ASTORIA 

ASTOR GALLERY, THIRD FLOOR 

. Park Avenue at 50th Street 

Cable Address: 

AUTOGRAPHS, NEW YORK 



oy May 29. and November 22, 1964 (cancelled on the page itself), thus constituting a — 

* unique philatelic item, strikingly tied to Kennedy's signature. 

Edges very slightly worn and back cover stained, otherwise a good, sound copy. 

105 (KENNEDY, JOHN F.). Two books from his library. ---------------- (200.00) ° 
Remarkable Kennedy souvenirs. Comprises: Tess of the Durbervilles by Thomas : 

Har ly, Harper & Brothers (Modern Classics Series), bound in green cloth (spotted), 

killed in action in World War | 

3 106 (KENNEDY AND JOHNSON). JACK RUBY, murderer of LEE HARVEY 3 

OSWALD. A.L, (unsigned) in pencil, 33 full pages, 16mo (Dallas Jail, 1965). (400.00) 

‘Astounding confession of international importance, pin-pointing LYNDON B. SOx) 

$ JOHNSON as the real murderer of JOHN F. KENNEDY and the tool of a Fascist | 

conspiracy to liquidate the Jews! Neatly written by Ruby to a fellow prisoner on slips 

torn from a memo pad, this letter was smuggled out of the Dallas Jail and is unpublished 

in any form, The ramifications of the letter are so many, touching on such sensitive 

questions as the assassinations of Kennedy and Oswald, the conduct of Dallas and 

government officials and the Warren Commission, that extensive space is given here to | 

-; the rifle used etc. : 
a: “  . read the book Texas Looks at Lyndon and you may learn quite a bit about © 

Johnson and how he has fooled everyone . , . about the author Walter Haley, they no 

-doubt have gotten rid of him ... He wrote the way Johnson had beat people on various ~ 

deals, In all the history of the U.S., never has a president been elected that has the . 
background of Johnson. Believe me compared to him I am a Saint... : 

“They had the guard who was supposed to be watching me, to gain my confidence 

he would constantly discuss the bible and how he was proud of my people . , . with | 

reference to Moses and the Ten Commandments .. . unbeknowing to me, he had 
concealed on his person one of those .. . miniature mikes and everything . .. between 

us would be transcribed on another tape in another room... they would have the 

sound of my voice ... delete certain contents... and those that would be incriminating 

they use against me...” There follows a lengthy account of his visit to Cuba, where 
he took four pi to friends “for ; ial p ” and h ri 
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he had run guns to Cuba. : 
“They played me for all I was worth. The two attorneys I had Phil Burleson and ; 

' Joe Tonahill, they were sent in like a team to pretend they were there to defend me. | 
: There (sic) plan was to weaken me al] through the trial.” Here follows a long account - 

: of a ruse played on Ruby by means of a “lie-detector test,” from which a statement waa _ 
. taken, “... they suggested that they re-type 2... it dawned on me as to their scheme. - 
: They had at least a three quarter inch margin between paragraphs ... they can fill in | 
. anything incriminating they would like to ... it would be sort of a false confession.” © 
Ruby continues with a detailed attack on the Warren Commission and its addition of a 

.* qualification to Ruby’s statement, indicating that “because Mr. Ruby does not know the - 
, difference between right and wrong,” the results would be inconclusive. “What a bull- ; 

| shit story that turned out to be, the truth is that if the resulta were made public, that - 
they would definitely vindicate (me) of any implication... ” 

Ruby then recounts the events, to the very minute, on the morning of Oswald's |. 
murder, “The reason I have gone through all the explanation ie, that knowing of my :"* 
complete innocence and their framing me as they have, there certainly was a tremendous . 
motive for it.” There follows a complicated explanation that the scheme to incriminate . 
Ruby originated with American military officials, part of a Fascist plot to eliminate the : ‘ 
Jews. “If the Russians knew that the Jews were being disposed of, they would im- *...:. 
mediately know who their real enemy was ... they would answer Johnson by telling him - 
that they wouldn’t bomb America but only east and west Germany, South America, - 
Egypt and Japan. They are the same Axis partners that were together in World War II 
and are back together again . .. The only people who are going to get hurt are the 
decent people of the world, who believe in live and let live ... They are doomed, 
unless they can be warned in time, so they ean switch their allegignce to Ruesia .. .” 
After an attack on Johnson’s war record and his hypocrisy in appointing Goldberg, Abe :**: 
Fortas and Sheldon Cohen (“to make the people believe that he was a friend of the | 
Jews”), Ruby concludes that Johnson “must do away with them. Including such great | 
men as Dr. Jonas Salk...” 

Ruby then details his reasons for shooting Oswald, “After watching the processions 
on T.V. of the people paying their last respeets for the president ... the shock of the 
tragedy ... after reading a heartbreaking letter to Caroline and... that Mrs. Kennedy 
may have to come back to the trial, well that triggered me off. Suddenly, like the idiot I 
turned out to be I thought that some (one) owed to our beloved president to see that she 
wouldn’t have to return for the trial... What a stupid fool I turned out to be, played 3 
right into the hands of the most sadistic, rathless animals the world has ever known \\ 
- ». They planted their man Johnson and nursed him along and found an easier way * 
of taking over the country ...No other Americans have loved this country as myself 
and my family ... look at the tragic way i tarned out, that we are to be branded as 
traitors and the killer of the president and a policeman, 

Ruby concludes, “What moral injustice in life can be dished out to one and his §: 
- family, The rest depends upon you, you can be of some help, someway. Be careful... 
they are after my blood, See if my predictioa will be correct.” 

A remarkable letter, legibly written and in fine condition. *. 

107 (KENNEDY AND JOHNSON). JACK RUBY. Autograph Letter (unsigned) in 
encil, 33 full pages, written on l6émo sheets torn from a memorandum pad, (Dallas 
ail, 1965). (400.00) 

Amazing and highly explosive letter, of great importance, painstakingly written to a 
fellow prisoner about to be released from the Dallas Jail, an unpublished account of 

1 the circumstances surrounding the death of President Kennedy, attempting to implicate 
Lyndon B. Johnson. In this letter, which overlaps, in some details, the preceding item, 

‘ Ruby maintains his innocence and cites examples of attempts by the Dallas authorities 
to entrap him and the perfidy of his attorneys. “You must believe what I am about to 

+ write... try to remember everything and then destroy same ,.. don't take anyone in 
{ your confidence except the . , . people that I will enclose here ... the people here want 

* everyone to think I am crazy ... my time is running out... with all my heart, you 
must believe me, because I am counting (om) you to save this country a lot of blood- 
shed, As soon as you get out you must read Texas looks at Lynden... this man is a 
Nazi in the worst order ... don't believe the Warren Report, that was only put out to 
« «. throw the Americans and all the European country’s off guard. They have found 

’ @ means and ways to frame me by deception, etc ... My lawyers Phil Burleson and 
.°, Joe Tonahil were in on it...” Ruby proceeds with a long, detailed explanation of the 

plan of a guard named Stevenson to implicate him in a supposed plot to ran guns into 
; Cuatro’s Cuba, through a “doctored” statement. — 

: *—..I'm going to give you some names of some people you can trust. , . Joe 
‘Cody, Dallas Police Dept., also owns Aqualand, Inc... . Walter Rack, president of 
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i etective Agency ... Buddy Turman, prize fighter, Blankenship of the Dallas 

Palco Dae ase Buddy Munster and Cal Jones, they are in burglary and theft ...” 

Ruby here elaborates on his thesis concerning persecution of the Jews by the Johnson 

Regime and their plan to kill Jonas Salk, “. .. the President don’t want any out of 

country traveling, because he expects to invade those country’s over there .. . the 

Democratic people of Germany are also going to be slaughtered... Of both evils | 

between Russia and the Nazis, you have the best in choosing Russia. Johnson is going 

(to) try to have an all out war with Russia and when that happens, Johnson and his 

cohorts will be on the side-line where they won’t get hurt, while the Americans may 

get wiped out... explain all of this to Gordon McLenden ... 3 
cee “Johnson is only faking his friendship for the colored race . - » that was his =. 

“<4 strategy to win the election. He also put a lot of Jews in top office positions just (to) ; 

o | make the people believe he was a friend of the Jews... . ; ~ 

ey « . . don't it strange that Oswald who hadn't worked a lick most of (his) life, ' 

“| ghould be fortunate enough to get a job at the Book Bldg. two weeks before the | 

: president himself didn’t know as to when he was to visit Dallas, now w(h)ere would 7 

| a jerk like Oswald get the information that the president was coming to Dallas. Only |. 

+ one person would have had that information, and that man was Johnson ... because he 

oo is the one who was going to arrange the trip for the president .. . you figure that 

: one out. The only (one) who gained by the shooting of the president was Johnson, | 

- and he was in a car in the rear and safe when the shooting took place .. . If Johnson | 

_ was so heartbroken over Kennedy, why didn’t he do something for Robert Kennedy? © 

' All he did was snub him .. ty and remember all of this, also Ed. Jordan, 211 N. : 

' Ervoy St. he knows me very well... . : . 

: An amazing historical document. Except for one page which is worn and smudged, | 
_ i the letter is in fine condition, 2" 4/7 


